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ment (SOAR) (Airborne).  Mr. John 
Montgomery (Former APSU Army 
ROTC PMS) presented CDT Harrington 
(MS III) a $1000 scholarship from 
the recently endowed Margaree King 
Richard Leader of Character Scholarship.

     On 1 October, we conducted the High School 
Junior ROTC (JROTC) Raider Challenge 
competition on the APSU campus.  We had 
12 schools and 14 teams, with a total of 154 
JROTC Cadets, participate in this event.  
Schools included: Fairview (1st Place), West 
Creek (2nd Place), Rossview (3rd Place), 
Station Camp (2 x Teams), Montgomery 
Central, Clarksville, Northwest (2 x 
Teams), Northeast, Creekwood, Kenwood, 
McGavock, and Todd County Central.

 We completed our Fall Field Training 
Exercise (FTX) at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, 
21-22 October, and the training included 
a Squad Competition, The Sabalauski Air 
Assault School obstacle course and rappel 
tower, M4 rifle zero and qualification, classes 
on small-unit tactics, and Squad Scenario 
Training Exercise (STX) lanes.  103 Cadets 
participated in this training event and it 
reinforced classroom and lab instructions 
with hands-on training covering movement 
techniques, patrolling, and battle drills.
Our Ranger Challenge Team will com-

pete at the 7th ROTC Brigade Bold Warrior 
Competition on 4-6 November at Fort 
Knox, Kentucky.  This event is an athletic 
competition in which teams compete in a 
variety of physical and mental tasks in order 
to promote teamwork, critical thinking, and 
encourage communication and problem 
solving skills. We will compete against 
37 other ROTC programs at this event.  

 We will have several MS IV Cadets 
that will commission on 9 December 
with the remaining Senior Cadets 
commissioning next Spring on 5 May 2023.
I am very proud of all of the accomplishments 
and efforts of the Governors Guard Cadets, 
Cadre, and Staff as they continue to 
make this a premier ROTC program.  The 
Cadre and Staff continue to teach, coach, 
mentor, motivate, guide, inspire, and train 
Cadets with engaged leadership.  The 
team continues to volunteer with various 
organizations and agencies, supports APSU 
and local events with the Color Guard detail, 
and are leaders in the local community.

Respectfully,
LTC Mark Barton
Governors Guard
https://www.apsu.edu/rotc/
@apsu_armyrotc
#letsgopeay

Our MS IV Cadets (Seniors) did very 
well at Cadet Summer Training-22 
(CST-22) this last summer at 

Fort Knox, Kentucky.  The following 
Cadets were recognized as Distinguished 
Military Graduates (DMG’s) from CST-
22 (Top 20% of Cadets across the 6,000+ 
Cadets in the United States Army Cadet 
Command): Cadets Alexander, Bailey, 
Dillon, Dorton, Gilbert, Jeffery, King, Love, 
and Simpson.  The Fall 2022 semester 
has been a great semester for the Austin 
Peay State University (APSU) Army ROTC 
program, Governors Guard.  I’d like to 
thank the APSU administration for all of 
their support of ROTC events and the 
use of the amazing facilities on campus.  
APSU is Tennessee’s largest provider 
of higher education to military-affiliated 
students, with ~25% of enrolled students 
having a military connection (Veteran, 
Family Member that is serving or served). 

  This summer we welcomed several 
new Cadre to our team that are teaching 
this fall: MAJ Kirschten (MS II Instructor 
- Sophomores), SFC Patterson (MS II 
Instructor - Sophomores), and MAJ Lutz 
(Assistant Professor of Military Science).
Currently we have 115 Cadets in the 
program, which includes 21 Combat 
Veterans with 45 combat deployments.  The 
APSU ROTC Cadre and Staff is made up of 
7 Military personnel and 5 Civilian personnel 
with 29 combined combat deployments and 
188 years of combined military service.  We 
have 1 NCAA Athlete in the program on 
the APSU Men’s Cross Country Team.  In 
July we were listed in the Top 10 College 
ROTC Programs in the United States, by 
College Magazine.  Other universities on 
that list included: Texas A&M, The Citadel, 
Norwich University, Virginia Tech, and MIT.

  On 23 September, the APSU Army ROTC   
Cadre and MS IV Cadets attended the 
APSU Military Alumni Dinner.  This event 
was hosted by the APSU Military Alumni 
Chapter and was held at the APSU Morgan 
University Center Ballroom. It honored 
CW5(R) Gary Linfoot who was injured in 
Iraq in 2008 when his helicopter crash-
landed, resulting in a broken back and 
paralysis below the waist.  Proceeds from 
this dinner will support the CW5(R) Gary 
Linfoot Military Scholarship Endowment.  
The keynote speaker for this event was 
COL Roger Waleski, Commander of the 
160th Special Operations Aviation Regi-
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LTC Barton speaks during the  APSU Raider Challenge awarding ceremony.

From the 
Professor of Military Science
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My name is Cadet Ludiker, and I am 
currently an MS3. Over the summer, 
I had the opportunity to attend Basic 

Camp. Basic Camp is an introductory course 
required to enter your MS3 year if you are 
a transfer student or are missing specific 
semesters on the introductory course for 
ROTC. Much of the course’s objective 
was focused on introducing the Army and 
specific leadership skills, such as critical 
thinking and understanding team dynamics.

  While at Basic Camp, we completed an 
obstacle course, qualified on the shooting 
range, tested in land navigation using map 
and compass, conducted drill and ceremony, 
and participated in my favorite part, the field 
training exercise. Most of the training was 
done under the guidance of drill sergeants 
who volunteered to be at Fort Knox instead 
of their regular National Guard/Reserve 
assignments. This medium of hands-on 
leadership and training allowed me, as 
an individual and with other cadets, to not 
only learn the required material but also 
understand how to lead others effectively.  

  For example, during the FTX, we could go 
through graded lanes and see some of the 
ways we’ll be graded at advanced camp this 
upcoming summer. I found this quite helpful 
as I did not have a clear understanding 
of what our graders were looking for.

  Overall, I feel better prepared for the 
advanced course curriculum and CST. It 
was a fun experience learning how to build 
camaraderie with people from different 
areas and educational backgrounds, as 
this is an important skill not only as a leader 
but as an individual. This course allowed 
me to learn a lot from various cadets and 
cadre and has allowed me to be better 
prepared for my future endeavors in ROTC.

“It was a fun experience 
learning how to build 
camaraderie with 
people from different 
areas and educational 
backgrounds....”

TOP CDT Ludiker (back row, sixth from left) with his 
platoon during their field training exercise.

LEFT CDT Ludiker (first from right) with his squad 
after conducting a mission.

(Photos provided by CDT Ludiker)

Basic Camp is a 32-day training event designed 
to introduce Cadets to the Army. The objective is to 
develop Cadet leadership skills and train them on 
individual and junior leader tasks to develop and 
reinforce Warrior Ethos and our Army Values.
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It is a twelve-day school located at the Lightning Academy on the 
Hawaiian island of Oahu. The school is used to teach soldiers 
how to be proficient in a jungle environment and encourages 
graduates to return to their units and train others. Some testable 
events are a knot test, jungle 5K, Combat Water Survival As-
sessment, jungle land navigation, Z-pulley rope system, and the 
one rope bridge system. After the testing, classes on waterproof-
ing, shelter, fire, water purification, and extended security halt 
were given. After receiving the most critical blocks of instruction, 
there was a 48-hour survival period where we were only allowed 
to eat what we could catch and trade in for MREs. The school’s 
last graduation requirement is a 72-hour Culminating Exercise 
(CULEX) that tests every skill learned throughout the course. 

  Of all the different experiences, I will say that land navigation 
tested me the most. It took me two hours to find my first point. I 
found my second point with just fifteen minutes to spare before 
I had to run four hundred meters back to the starting point. I 
finished with four minutes left out of the five hours given. We 
were not allowed to use the roads, and if we were caught more 
than once, it was an automatic drop from the course. I wanted 
to quit, but I knew I would let many people, including myself, 
down if I did. This event dropped over fifty percent of the class 
and even two Green Berets, but luckily, I was not one of them. 
After finishing the land navigation course, it gave me much 
confidence to continue graduating with the rest of my peers. 

  Graduating as a cadet made it special because of my class’s 
high attrition rate. The class started with 86 Jungle Students, and 
the graduating class was 37 Jungle Students, with only one other 
cadet graduating with me. The biggest disqualifier was jungle 
land navigation, which found at least 2 points in 5 hours. The 
vegetation was so thick that you sometimes couldn’t see more 
than 10 feet in front of you. Because of the dense vegetation, 
jungle operations halt at night to mitigate the risk of being lost 
in the jungle. Overall, Jungle School was an unforgettable 
experience, and if I am ever stationed at Schofield Barracks, I 
will never hesitate to send my soldiers wanting to earn their tab. 

Graduating from Jungle School was one of 
the most challenging things I have ever 
accomplished. 

RIGHT CDT Gilbert at his Jungle Operations 
Training Course (JOTC) graduation at 
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii.

(Photo provided by CDT Gilbert)

The Jungle Operations Training Course (JOTC) spans 12 days through 
which students execute a 12 day program of instruction. Subjects focus 
on jungle mobility training, waterborne operations, combat tracking, jungle 
tactics, survival training, and situational training exercises at the squad level. 
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  My name is CDT Rodriguez, and I 
attended Cadet Summer Training at Fort 
Knox, Kentucky, this past summer. I was 
scheduled to go to the first regiment, so I 
did not have much time between school 
and Advanced Camp. Leaving so early after 
the spring semester ended was beneficial 
as the lessons learned in my Military 
Science classes were still fresh in my mind. 

  Arriving at Fort Knox had to be the most 
stressful day of the entire 35 days. I 
remember being given a room number in 
the barracks and having trouble accepting 
that I would have to share a living best-
friend space with people I hadn’t met before. 
Once in-processing finished, the remaining 
30 days were so full of activity and 
classes that it passed in a blink of an eye.

  The biggest lessons I learned while at 
Advanced Camp were patience and being 
comfortable with being uncomfortable. 
Your peers are students from all across the 
nation from different schools, backgrounds, 
and learning styles. Patience is a precious 
virtue to have when out in a training 
environment. Being comfortable with being 
uncomfortable seems to be a trend in 
many training environments. The domain 
you’re in is different; you are expected to 
work with strangers and do activities and 
missions that contain many uncontrollable 
variables. Accepting these conditions 
will only strengthen your leadership skills 
and make you invincible to change. 

 The most significant advice for those 
attending Advanced Camp next summer 
is to trust yourself. Trust what you know, 
trust what you have learned, and trust 
your judgment. The biggest obstacle 
at camp is yourself and your mind. 

“Trust what you know, trust what you have learned, and trust your judgment.”

LEFT CDT Rodriguez (front row, third from left) and her 
platoon during CST 2022.

(Photo provided by CDT Rodriguez)
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CDT Shyanna Chapman
//CTLTFort Bragg, NC

My name is Shyanna Chapman, and I 
am a senior cadet studying Criminal 
Justice with a concentration 

in Homeland Security. Originally from 
Illinois, I chose to go to Austin Peay for 
its renowned Army ROTC program. I 
have spent all four years of the college 
experience in the program and have 
been afforded many great opportunities. 

  One of my most unforgettable experiences 
was being chosen to attend a Cadet Troop 
Leader Training opportunity, otherwise 
known as a CTLT. I was awarded the 
chance to travel to Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina, immediately following the 
completion of Advanced Camp. I was 
assigned to the 21st Military Police 
Company. While spending time with my 
Lieutenant, I witnessed all the planning and 
training that goes into the preparation for 
Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC). 

  Although assigned to the 21st MP 
Company, I was grateful to have the 
opportunity to spend much time witnessing 
what is essentially my dream job. I spent 
time with a Warrant Officer and a Lieutenant 
from the 647th Quartermaster Company, 
who showed me a lot of exciting areas 
within the field of Aerial Delivery. My most 
significant experiences at Fort Bragg include 
watching an Airborne Operation from the 
Landing Zone, witnessing a heavy drop 
of supplies, and helping rig an Engineer’s 
severe drop of a vehicle and its equipment. 
I didn’t expect to spend time with the 21st 
MP Company commander and the 503rd 
MP Battalion commander and command 
sergeant major. Additionally, I took the 
Ranger Physical Fitness Test with the unit.

“I was grateful to have the opportunity to spend much time 
witnessing what is essentially my dream job.”

TOP CDT Chapman poses next to a C130.

MIDDLE CDT Chapman poses for a photo inside of an 
aircraft hangar.

BOTTOM Airborne!!!

(Photos provided by CDT Chapman)
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RECONDO

My name is CDT Luis Martinez Muniz, 
and I am an MSIV in the Governors 
Guard Battalion. I am also an active-

duty soldier in the Green to Gold program. 
I attended the Advanced Camp with Charlie 
Company in the 7th Regiment this past summer. 
The main objectives I intended to accomplish were 
to assist other cadets and finish the training camp 
together as a platoon. As a result of determination and 
training, I was able to achieve the RECONDO badge. 
            
  A well-known American author named Napoleon 
Hill once said, “It is true that you can succeed best and 
quickest by helping others to succeed.” My advice to any 
cadet attending the Advanced Camp in the future is that 
teamwork and sharing your knowledge with others are 
essential. It is also important to stay positive throughout this 
experience. For cadets who strive to achieve the RECONDO 
badge, I recommend knowing the requirements for the 
RECONDO badge and being prepared before attending the camp. 
            
  Even with my prior experiences as an active-duty soldier, I had 
an opportunity to grow professionally and personally and learned 
many valuable skills to become a better leader. It is essential to 
have an open mind because, with a positive mindset and best effort, 
you can open doors to new opportunities for yourself and others. 

CDT Luis Martinez-Muniz
CDT Kyle Wheeler

“Even with my prior experiences 
as an active-duty soldier, I had an 

opportunity to grow professionally and 
personally and learned many valuable 

skills to become a better leader.” 

TOP CDT Martinez-Muniz poses for a photo with LTG John B. Morrison, U.S. 
Army Deputy Chief of Staff, G-6, during his Advanced Camp graduation.

BOTTOM CDT Martinez-Muniz pulls security during a STX lane at Advanced 
Camp.

RIGHT CDT Wheeler and his platoon at Advanced Camp.

(Photos provided by CDTs Martinez-Muniz and Wheeler)
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My name is CDT Kyle Wheeler, and I am currently an MSIV in the 
Governors Guard Battalion. I am also an active-duty soldier in the Green 
to Gold program. This past summer, I attended Advanced Camp with 

Bravo Company in the 8th Regiment in the Kentucky heat. Along with completing 
the training requirements, I met all the requirements to qualify for RECONDO. 

This accomplishment is awarded to cadets that achieve the first-time Go in all 
“Must Complete” requirements, score a 90% or higher on the land navigation written 

exam, navigate correctly to 5 out of 6 land navigation points, qualify as sharpshooter 
or better on the M4 carbine, and complete a 6-mile foot march in 90 minutes or less. 

Out of the 160 cadets in the company, only 16 cadets were recipients of this award.

  Although this award was a goal for some, my goal was to achieve the minimum standards 
to maintain the standard. Knowing that I successfully completed all the tasks on the first try 

was very rewarding, especially seeing how many people could not complete these tasks on 
the first attempt. For all future cadets that aim to achieve this badge, my best advice would be 

not to overthink the events and to forget everything and listen to how the cadre wants the events 
completed. They will instruct you on every occasion before you test; all you need to do is stay calm. 

My name is CDT Luis Martinez Muniz, 
and I am an MSIV in the Governors 
Guard Battalion. I am also an active-

duty soldier in the Green to Gold program. 
I attended the Advanced Camp with Charlie 
Company in the 7th Regiment this past summer. 
The main objectives I intended to accomplish were 
to assist other cadets and finish the training camp 
together as a platoon. As a result of determination and 
training, I was able to achieve the RECONDO badge. 
            
  A well-known American author named Napoleon 
Hill once said, “It is true that you can succeed best and 
quickest by helping others to succeed.” My advice to any 
cadet attending the Advanced Camp in the future is that 
teamwork and sharing your knowledge with others are 
essential. It is also important to stay positive throughout this 
experience. For cadets who strive to achieve the RECONDO 
badge, I recommend knowing the requirements for the 
RECONDO badge and being prepared before attending the camp. 
            
  Even with my prior experiences as an active-duty soldier, I had 
an opportunity to grow professionally and personally and learned 
many valuable skills to become a better leader. It is essential to 
have an open mind because, with a positive mindset and best effort, 
you can open doors to new opportunities for yourself and others. 

“Out of the 160 Cadets in the company, 
only 16 Cadets were recipients of this 
award.”
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Raider Challenge

LEFT A JROTC Cadet from Rossview High School runs 
in a relay event during the APSU Raider Challenge.

(Photo by CDT Ras, S5)



TOP COL Chilton, 7th Brigade ROTC Commander, 
speaks during the event’s opening remarks.

MIDDLE JROTC Cadets from Clarksville High 
School navigate the Sheep-and-Shepherd event.

BOTTOM LTC Barton and MSG Gurule present the 
first place trophy to the JROTC Cadets of Fairview 
High School.

(Photos by CDT Ras, S5)
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My name is Steven Bass, and I am a senior cadet 
at APSU. I am a Leadership & Organizational 
administration major, and this year I had the 

privilege of planning and hosting the annual APSU Raider 
Challenge Competition. I am a prior service Green to 
Gold cadet. The APSU Raider Challenge competition 
is a yearly event where JROTC cadets gather from all 
over Tennessee and compete in a rigorous competition 
consisting of mental agility tasks; heavy equipment carries, 
rope bridges, lots of running, and many more team-building 
tasks. This Raider Challenge competition is the most 
challenging competition these JROTC teams will face 
due to APSU ROTC, a high-caliber program, hosting it.

  The planning process started during the summer and ran 
through the week prior to the event. This planning phase was 
very diverse and challenging as not only were senior cadets 
involved with planning lanes, but our subordinate junior 
classmates were also in charge of planning and executing 
lanes. My favorite part of the Raider Challenge was seeing 
the JROTC teams successfully use teamwork, which was 
critical to complete the events. Also, the guidance the 
JROTC cadets sought from our senior cadets was positive, 
showing knowledge being dispersed throughout our ranks. 

Challenge
CDT Steven Bass

“The APSU Raider Challenge competition 
is a yearly event where JROTC cadets 
gather from all over Tennessee and 
compete in a rigorous competition 
consisting of mental agility tasks; heavy 
equipment carries, rope bridges, lots of 
running, and many more team-building 
tasks.”
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My name is Jeffrey Love, and I am an MSIV Cadet in the APSU ROTC program. After 
completing Advanced Camp located at Fort Knox, Kentucky, I was lucky enough 
to attend both Rappel Master and the Fast Rope Insertion and Extraction System 
(FRIES) and Special Purpose Insertion and Extraction System (SPIES) Master 

courses at The Sabalauski Air Assault School (TSAAS) located in Fort Campbell, Kentucky. 

  The Rappel Master course is five days long. Soldiers who have already completed Air 
Assault School may attend this course. During the five days, students are taught proper 
hook-up procedures for rappelling, equipment inspection, Rappel Master Personnel In-
spection, combat lock-in rappels, hung rappeler drills, and safety knots hookups and rat-
ed capacities, to name a few tasks. The short duration of this course makes it exception-
ally challenging to learn the required materials and perform mastery level performance. 

  The FRIES and SPIES Master course is a second course offered by the same 
instructors; this course certifies soldiers to safely inspect personnel and rig 
aircraft to perform FRIES or SPIES training. FRIES is used to fast rope into action 
from an open-faced wall, building, tower, or from a UH-60 helicopter. SPIES is 
a form of Special Patrol Insertion and Extraction conducted by clipping onto a 
long rope with a squad of personnel in battle buddy pairs, which is secured to 

the helicopter and slowly lifted off the ground for extraction. The aircraft then flies at least 200 feet above 
the tallest object in daytime operations or 400 feet above the tallest thing in nighttime operations.

  Attending these courses as a cadet is something unique to APSU ROTC cadets. In my understanding, 
no other ROTC program has the relationship with Fort Campbell and Air Assault School to allow these 
opportunities like APSU ROTC Cadets have. Because of this strong relationship, we are afforded 
unique opportunities to get specialized training. After attending these courses, I have a new skill set 
I can bring forth to the program. I can perform duties as a Rappel Master, providing valuable training 
to other cadets as they continuously prepare for Advanced Camp. I also hope to inspire other cadets 
to seek challenging opportunities and push themselves out of their comfort zone to find new growth. 

CDT Jeffrey Love

“After attending these courses, 
I have a new skill set I can bring forth to the program. 

I can perform duties as a Rappel Master, 
providing valuable training to other cadets 

as they continuously prepare for Advanced Camp.”

TOP CDT Love conducts an Aussie rappel at TSAAS.

MIDDLE CDT Love’s point-of-view during his SPIES course.

BOTTOM A UH60 deploys ropes for FRIES.

(Photos provided by CDT Love)
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Airborne SchoolFort Benning , GA

My name is Mark Harrington II; I am an MSIII in the 
APSU ROTC program. I’ve been blessed to represent 
this program this summer by attending the basic 
airborne course (BAC). The purpose of airborne 

school is to develop leadership, self-confidence, and aggressive 
sprint through mental and physical conditioning in preparation 
for any airborne operations. At Fort Benning, Georgia, in the 
507th Infantry Regiment Army paratroopers are trained, and 
airborne wings are earned in the three weeks it usually takes 
to accomplish this mentally and physically challenging school.

  Week one is ground week, and before you jump out of a plane, 
you must first learn how to land on the ground properly. During 
this week, soldiers will spend a lot of time learning, practicing, 
and perfecting their parachute landing fall (PLF). Personally, 
if you are an individual who grew up playing sports/activities, 
the PLF will come easy to you. The Parachute Land Fall is a 
maneuver that teaches a soldier to transfer body energy from 
their lower legs up to the upper side of their body. These soldiers 
will get familiar with their first 34-foot tower jump this week.

  Week two will consist of different variations of the 34-foot tower 
jumps, such as the Hollywood and Combat jumps. The swing 
landing trainer will prepare fellow jumpers on what the jumps feel 
like, and the jumpers will properly conduct a PLF during these 
sessions. Soldiers will receive classes on different phases of 
parachute flights, from aircraft exits to learning how to identify a 
parachute malfunction. This emergency procedure will include 
when and how to deploy the reserve parachute. Another critical 
portion of week two is the suspenders harness, where you are 
taught to steer your parachute in the direction you will safely PLF.

  Finally, the week every soldier in this course has been waiting for, 
jump week. In jump week, all have the opportunity to showcase 
what they have learned by executing five parachute jumps. All jump 
from U.S. Air Force aircraft flying at 1,250 feet off the ground at 
a speed of 150 miles per hour. Inside the aircraft, a green light 
signals when the jumpers can safely exit the plane. After jumping 
out, each parachutist has approximately 40 seconds in the air 
before doing a  PLF to safely land on the ground. Upon hitting 
the ground, all jumpers then carry their chutes to a rally point 
on the drop zone. Upon completing the five jumps, the jumpers 
receive the coveted parachutist badge - their airborne wings!

CDT Mark Harrington

“I’ve been blessed 
to represent this 

program this summer 
by attending the basic 

airborne course.” 
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TOP Cadets move equipment during the squad 
competition event of the FTX.

MIDDLE CDT Ruggles rappels off of the open side 
of the tower at The Sabaulaski Air Assault School.

BOTTOM CDTs Armour and Kelly plan the route to 
their objective during their STX lane.

(Photos by CDT Ras, S5)
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The APSU ROTC’s field training exercise (FTX) in the fall 
of 2022 kicked off with a squad competition. The cadets 
worked among their squad members to conduct individual 
and squad-level tasks. The goal was to assess task 

proficiency and mental agility as well as build teamwork. The black 
hat instructors of The Sabalauski Air Assault School (TSAAS) on 
Fort Campbell, Kentucky, received the cadets following the squad 
competition to instruct and demonstrate the obstacle course. 
Thousands of Soldiers complete each year to earn the Air Assault 
badges. All cadets moved through the obstacle course in their 
squads, assessing their physical toughness and squad cohesion. 

 Following the squad competition and obstacle course, the 
freshman and sophomore cadets were moved to the rappel tower 
on the TSAAS compound to learn rappelling techniques from 
TSAAS black hat instructors. The young cadets learned to tie their 
Swiss seats, conduct safety checks, and bound safely. They faced 
any lingering fear of heights and safely rappelled from the 34-
foot tower. These cadets are almost ready for Air Assault School! 

    Meanwhile, the junior cadets preparing for Cadet Summer Training 
2023 went to the M4 carbine qualification range. The cadets learn 
weapons safety and fundamentals of firing their rifles, including sta-
bility, aim, control, and movement and conducting actions to correct 
a malfunction. The cadets completed weapons qualifications start-
ing with grouping and zeroing, practice, and record qualifications.  

  Concurrent training occurred during the range to prepare all the 
cadets for the squad training exercise (STX) lanes. All the cadets 
learned the basics of special teams while on patrol. First, they were 
instructed on conducting enemy prisoner of war (EPW) operations, 
where the cadets would search and clear an objective and enemy 
on it. Next, they were trained in demolition operations, where the 
cadets would gather and destroy weapons and equipment from 
the enemy. The final task, aid-and-litter, led cadets on how to 

conduct lifesaving treatment on any living casualty, friendly 
or enemy, on the objective and transport them for further care. 

Day one ended with movement to the barracks at Camp 
Hinsch. All cadets donned their battle equipment, rucks, 

fighting load carriers (FLC), and weapons and moved in a 
tactical foot march formation six miles to where they would 
bed down for the evening. Upon arrival at Camp Hinsch, the 
cadets were greeted with a hot meal catered by Dickey’s 
BBQ Pit. This hot meal at the end of a long hard training day 
was just what the cadets needed to keep morale up, build 
camaraderie in the program, and fuel up for the next training day. 

Day two of the APSU fall FTX started early with instructions on 
squad missions that would be assessed during STX lanes. 

All cadets were instructed on movement to contact, knock out 
a bunker, and ambush on squad-level movement. Each squad 
had the opportunity to walk a practice lane for each mission 
and prepare for the lanes in the afternoon. Following lunch, the 
teams were put to the test. Led by junior cadets, each squad 
received a mission and then planned and executed that mission 
against opposing  forces (OPFOR) played by senior cadets. The 
cadets were expected to combine their mission and special team 
training to complete each task. Junior cadets were evaluated on 
their leadership capabilities during their lanes according to how 
they would be assessed at Cadet Summer Training in 2023. 

  The FTX ended with an award ceremony led by the Professor of Mil-
itary Science, LTC Mark Barton. He recognized outstanding efforts 
by cadets throughout FTX, and each Assistant Professor of Military 
Science  recognized a cadet from each level that stood out through-
out the event. The cadets completed the fall 2022 FTX, learned 
squad movements, and built trust and confidence in each other.

CDT Julia Dorton

TOP Cadets conduct a tactical foot march to Camp Hinsch.

LEFT CDTs Pater and Sieg navigate the weaver obstacle 
at TSAAS. 

(Photos by CDT Ras, S5)
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My name is Lennon Matthews, and I am a junior at Austin 
Peay State University. Unlike most cadets in the ROTC 
program, I am also a student-athlete.  I run for Austin 

Peay’s Cross Country and Track team. I started my Army career 
by enlisting in the Army National Guard as an infantryman. I ran 
Cross Country and Track in high school and wanted to run in 
college, but I also wanted to have the experience of being in 
the Army before attending college and doing ROTC. I did two 
years in the National Guard before starting college. When I be-
gan to go to college, I was offered a spot on Austin Peay’s Cross 
Country team, and I immediately took it. That same semester 
I also joined ROTC. I joined ROTC because I wanted to be an 
active-duty officer, just like some of my family before me. I enjoy 
the atmosphere of being on the Cross-Country team and be-
ing in ROTC. The hard work, dedication, and team environment 
are nicely rewarding and prepare me for a successful future. 

NCAA Athlete
  The typical day as a student-athlete and cadet is always busy. 
My typical day starts at 0520 in the morning. I wake up and get 
ready for practice. I usually stretch, eat a little, and then go to tri-
al at 0550. I am at practice from 0600 to 0800 or 0845, depending 
on what we do that day. I have morning practice Monday through 
Saturday. Following tradition, I eat some food and go to class. Mon-
days and Wednesdays are my busiest class days of the week. 

  Days that I have ROTC typically aren’t that busy. I like having that time 
to do homework, go to the training room for treatment, and focus on the 
content we learn in ROTC. In the afternoon, three days out of the week, 
I have weightlifting for Cross Country, which typically lasts an hour. 
Thursday can be hectic for me, as the lab is on that day. I’m usually in 
the lab beginning at 1235, and I am not finished with lab until 1700 most 
days. I miss certain ROTC events due to races, practice, and meetings, 
but I try my best to attend all events. Time management can be complex 
during the semester, but I do my best to schedule everything beforehand.

CDT Lennon Matthews

“ I joined 
R O T C 
b e c a u s e 
I wanted 
to be an 
active-duty 
o f f i c e r , 
just like 
some of 
my family 
before me. ”
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  Being a student, a Cadet, and student-athlete is a tough chal-
lenge. Managing all the assignments, tests, practices, races, 
labs, and classroom instructions can sometimes be overwhelm-
ing. I’m constantly on the go, which leaves me feeling exhaust-
ed. Many people have told me that I need to quit one or the 
other, making me work even harder to continue to be success-
ful. I’m benefiting from both by becoming a better athlete and 
leader. Being both a Cadet and student-athlete has been one 
of the most rewarding challenges I’ve had the opportunity to go 
through, and I am thankful to be a part of both. I’ve become a 
better athlete, leader, scholar, and overall person. I will appre-
ciate these experiences and memories for the rest of my life.

“ Being both a Cadet and Student-
Athlete has been one of the most 
rewarding challenges I’ve had the 
opportunity to go through, and I 
am thankful to be a part of both. “
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Overcoming Bold Warrior 2021 Competition
I remember the drive back from Fort Knox, quiet and unfulfilled; 
you could feel the competitive frustration that consumed the air. 
Everyone was ready to go to Sandhurst in the Spring; unfortunately, 
we finished 5th and did not make the cut. No one was thinking about 
what would come next except for our coach, Keith Colman. Coach 
K rallied us together to bring back our strength for the upcoming 
spring semester. What we as a team did not expect was a change 
of leadership. With Sandhurst out of the question, Coach K and 
Team Captain Thomas Haas came together to pick a new captain 
to start the grooming process for next year. I had no expectations 
of myself taking the reins and filling the shoes of Haas. When I was 
chosen over the rest of my peers, I didn’t know what to think except 
that I couldn’t fail Coach K and, more importantly, my teammates.

Spring Semester/ Mountain Man
Now fully implemented as the team captain of the Ranger Challenge 
team, Coach K and myself had to find some purpose for the team to 
continue with Sandhurst no longer an option. As we narrowed our 
choices, we decided to compete in the half marathon ruck event 
during the Mountain Man Memorial March in Gatlinburg, TN. With a 
purpose, all we needed was a PT plan to prepare us. Coach K gave 
me full authority to develop a PT plan we would implement leading 
up to the event. I tailored our workouts specifically to be able to ruck 
long distances at a fast pace. We did PT 3 days a week, M-W-F. 
On Mondays, we would do a lightweight ruck for time, progressing 
from 3-8 miles. Wednesdays were designed as a deload day for just 
body weight running like sprints, hill repeats, or a long, slow-paced 
run. Fridays were our heavy ruck days with explicit instructions of 
just walking (no running) with heavy weight on your back to build 
up the strength and stamina for when we conduct the competition 
at a lower weight. Throughout this process, I would record times, 
analyze the growth, and determine whether the PT plan needed 
to change. As the time came closer, we conducted a final tryout to 
cut our 25-person team to 3 teams of 5 to compete at Gatlinburg. 
I had to compete for a spot as well as the others, and when it was 
all said and done, we had our final 15 to go to Gatlinburg. We left 
Gatlinburg with a 1st place trophy by the legs of Cadet Chambers, 
Meyer, Harrington, Kim, and Rose in the half marathon light ruck 
event. At the same time, our other two teams finished 2nd and 3rd.

Road to Bold Warrior 2022
It’s fall and a new school year. Our team lost some members to 
graduation in May 2022 but is rebuilt with new cadets arriving in 
August 2022. We conducted our Ranger Challenge tryouts on the 2nd 
week of the Fall Semester to bolster our numbers on the team. We 
are currently running a rigorous PT Plan incorporating our physical 
abilities and mental stamina. In the coming week, we will cut our team 
from 20 members to 11. Those 11 will go to Fort Knox to compete in 
the Bold Warrior Competition against 37 other Schools in our Brigade 
on 4NOV-6NOV to fight for a spot to go to Sandhurst in the Spring! 

Ranger Challenge
CDT Tyler Jeffery

TOP The Ranger Challenge team poses for a photo at 
the finish line of the Mountain Man Memorial March in 
Gatlinburg, TN.

MIDDLE From left, CDTs Harrington, Meyer, Kim, Cham-
bers, and Rose take first place at their half-marathon ruck 
event.

(Photos provided by CDT Jeffery)



Jungle Warfare
 Graduating from Jungle School was one of the most challenging things I have ever accomplished. It is 
a twelve-day school located at the Lightning Academy on the Hawaiian island of Oahu. The school is used to 
teach soldiers how to be proficient in a jungle environment and encourages graduates to return to their units 
and train others. Some testable events are a knot test, jungle 5k, CWSA, jungle land navigation, Z-pulley rope 
system, and the one rope bridge system. After the testing, classes on waterproofing, shelter, fire, water purifi-
cation, and extended security halt were given. After receiving the most critical blocks of instruction, there was 
a 48-hour survival period where we were only allowed to eat what we could catch and trade in for MREs. The 
school’s last graduation requirement is a 72-hour CULEX that tests every skill learned throughout the course. 

 Out of all the different experiences, I will say 
that land navigation tested me the most. It took me 
two hours to find my first point. And I found my 
second point with just fifteen minutes to spare be-
fore I had to run four hundred meters back to the 
starting point. I finished with four minutes left out 
of the five hours given. We were not allowed to use 
the roads, and if we were caught more than once, it 
was an automatic drop from the course. I wanted to 
quit, but I knew I would let many people, including 
myself, down if I did. This event dropped over fif-
ty percent of the class and even two Green Berets, 
but luckily, I was not one of them. After finishing the 
land navigation course, it gave me much confidence 
to continue graduating with the rest of my peers. 

 Graduating as a cadet made it special be-
cause of my class’s high attrition rate. The class 
started with 86 Jungle Students, and the graduating 
class was 37 Jungle Students, with only one other 
cadet graduating with me. The biggest disqualifier 
was jungle land navigation, which found at least 2 
points in 5 hours. The vegetation was so thick that 
you sometimes couldn’t see more than 10 feet in 
front of you. Because of the dense vegetation, jun-
gle operations halt at night to mitigate the risk of 
being lost in the jungle. Overall, Jungle School was 
an unforgettable experience, and if I am ever sta-
tioned at Schofield Barracks, I will never hesitate to 

send my soldiers wanting to earn their tab. 

CDT Tyler Gilbert
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 My name is Cadet Ludiker, and I am currently an MS3. 
Over the summer, I had the opportunity to attend basic camp. Ba-
sic camp is an introductory course required to enter your MS3 
year if you are a transfer student or are missing specific semes-
ters on the introductory course for ROTC. Much of the course’s objective was focused on introduc-
ing the Army and specific leadership skills, such as critical thinking and understanding team dynamics.

 While at basic camp, we had the opportunity to complete an obstacle course, qualify on the shoot-
ing range, land navigation test, drill & ceremony, and for me, the best part, our FTX. Most of the train-
ing was done under the guidance of drill sergeants who volunteered to be at Fort Knox instead of their reg-
ular National Guard/Reserve assignments. This medium of hands-on leadership and training allowed me, 
as an individual and other cadets, to not only learn the required material but also understand how to lead 
others effectively. For example, during the FTX, although on the squad level, we could go through grad-
ed lanes and see some of the ways we’ll be graded at advanced camp this upcoming summer. I found this 
quite helpful as I did not have a competent level of understanding of what our graders were looking for.

 Overall, as a course, I feel better prepared for the advanced course curriculum and CST. It was a fun 
experience learning how to build camaraderie with people from different areas and educational backgrounds, 
as this is an important skill not only as a leader but as an individual. This course allowed me to learn a lot 
from various cadets and cadres and has allowed me to be better prepared for my future endeavors in ROTC. 

CDT Payton Ludiker
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Basic Camp is a 32-day training 
event designed to introduce Cadets 
to the Army. The objective is to de-
velop Cadet leadership skills and 
train them on individual and junior 
leader tasks to develop and reinforce 
Warrior Ethos and our Army Values.

Basic Camp
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Jungle Warfare
 Graduating from Jungle School was one of the most challenging things I have ever accomplished. It is 
a twelve-day school located at the Lightning Academy on the Hawaiian island of Oahu. The school is used to 
teach soldiers how to be proficient in a jungle environment and encourages graduates to return to their units 
and train others. Some testable events are a knot test, jungle 5k, CWSA, jungle land navigation, Z-pulley rope 
system, and the one rope bridge system. After the testing, classes on waterproofing, shelter, fire, water purifi-
cation, and extended security halt were given. After receiving the most critical blocks of instruction, there was 
a 48-hour survival period where we were only allowed to eat what we could catch and trade in for MREs. The 
school’s last graduation requirement is a 72-hour CULEX that tests every skill learned throughout the course. 

 Out of all the different experiences, I will say 
that land navigation tested me the most. It took me 
two hours to find my first point. And I found my 
second point with just fifteen minutes to spare be-
fore I had to run four hundred meters back to the 
starting point. I finished with four minutes left out 
of the five hours given. We were not allowed to use 
the roads, and if we were caught more than once, it 
was an automatic drop from the course. I wanted to 
quit, but I knew I would let many people, including 
myself, down if I did. This event dropped over fif-
ty percent of the class and even two Green Berets, 
but luckily, I was not one of them. After finishing the 
land navigation course, it gave me much confidence 
to continue graduating with the rest of my peers. 

 Graduating as a cadet made it special be-
cause of my class’s high attrition rate. The class 
started with 86 Jungle Students, and the graduating 
class was 37 Jungle Students, with only one other 
cadet graduating with me. The biggest disqualifier 
was jungle land navigation, which found at least 2 
points in 5 hours. The vegetation was so thick that 
you sometimes couldn’t see more than 10 feet in 
front of you. Because of the dense vegetation, jun-
gle operations halt at night to mitigate the risk of 
being lost in the jungle. Overall, Jungle School was 
an unforgettable experience, and if I am ever sta-
tioned at Schofield Barracks, I will never hesitate to 

send my soldiers wanting to earn their tab. 

CDT Tyler Gilbert
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Cadets during Tactical Combat Casualty Care lab at 
the Jenkins Family Fieldhouse.

(Photo by CDT Ras, S5)



For more information about our program, 
contact Mr. Kelley (APSU ROTC Recruiting Operations Officer) 

at kelleyj@apsu.edu/julius.r.kelley.civ@army.mil or (931) 575-1954

#LetsGoPeay

If you would like to make a donation to the 
APSU ROTC Governors Guard Battalion, please contact:

Mr. Greg Lane
Cadet Success Coordinator

Department of Military Science
Austin Peay State University

931-221-6156 (office)
laneg@apsu.edu
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